Amazing Car Window Technology
(3 min 9 sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mWISF_KzP0w

The Ellen Show – Amazing Kid Inventors
(2 min 57 sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QR_CfFuDWQ8

The Ellen Show – Amazing Kid Inventors
(3 min 30 sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=29x0McUSpyM

Google Glasses
(2 min 30 sec)
https://plus.google.com/+GoogleGlass/posts/aKymsANgWBD

4D Printing is the Future of Design
(3 min 52 sec)
That's right, it's one D better! Actually, 4D printing is about using a 3D printer to produce self-reconfiguring, programmable material that intelligently arranges itself into basically any object -- with no computers or electricity required!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ow5TgVTTUdY
Technology in Education: A Future Classroom
(2 min 42 sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZ73ZsBkcus

Amazing and frightening nanotechnology
Japanese Invisibility Cloak
(2 min 8 sec)
Japanese researchers presented a breakthrough in Nanotechnology some time ago whereby they were able to produce a material that reflected and absorbed light in such way that it literally rendered things invisible to the eye. In a nutshell, a cloak of Invisibility!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mZ8C1ToHqs

Nokia new model based on nanotechnology
(2 min 12 sec)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-INshMMQQQ

Self-Driving Car
(1 min 18 sec)
This car drives itself, with a wheel that floats to the center of the console when the car goes into auto mode. This leaves passengers free to pass time spent on the road however they please.